TENNZ touring exhibition brief

Exhibition
Title/subtitle

Current status

Available now
NOTE – we would love to work with you to build this project and exhibition in
your venue and tailor it for your own local community and audience.

Description

to fashion frames fashion as a verb, as action.
It marks the celebration of the 12th anniversary of the New Zealand Fashion
Museum. Over these years the museum has shared the stories of the people and
clothes that contributed to the development of New Zealand’s unique fashion
identity and has made what we wear part of New Zealand’s cultural conversation.
The Fashion Museum's approach has always been unconventional. As a museum
without a building and without a physical collection we have always had been open
and inclusive of the many voices that make up our society. We have drawn on the

clothes and histories in the wider community, bringing them together to tell our
Aotearoa stories, taking them out and about around the country to share wherever
the audiences is.
to fashion was initiated to make visible what we have learned so far; that we
construct, create and express our identity through what we choose to wear.
Engaging with fashion as a verb, rather than a noun, we invited 12 individuals to
present themselves through what they wear. They are of diverse ages, sizes,
ethnicities and genders reflecting the true character and broad parameters of our
contemporary society and providing an opportunity for us all to think about how we
use clothing and adornment to express who we are in this richly diverse country.
Championing the approach of participant as the curator of their own representation,
we have documented both their exploratory processes and the outcome for each.
All were presented as a visual arts exhibition of life size images by award-winning
Samoan/New Zealand photographer Edith Amituanai, displayed in the outdoor
gallery at Britomart as part of the Auckland Arts Festival, and also as a permanent
moving image, audio, and digital record, which was taped and filmed by Rob
George and The Red Dog team. The photographs, videos and audio files are
available for your exhibition and online in the Fashion Museum.

Objectives

The intention of the to fashion project is to stimulate and challenge the existing
framing of what is meant by the word fashion taking it beyond what is seen on the
runways of the world and in shop windows, and to demonstrate a more inclusive
model that recognises the wearer's agency in fashioning themselves through what
they wear.
The range of participants provides a snapshot of our people and times and aims to
open out the fashion conversation; to engage new audiences, and to widening the
parameters of fashion to be inclusive of the increasingly diverse demographic that is
contemporary Aotearoa.
Each participant/curator brings their own vision, personal style, and experiences to
the project. They also bring with them their networks as real time and digital
audience and so contribute to broadening the general understanding of what
fashion really is while moving to a more active and inclusive model of dressing.
We all fashion our identity through what we choose to wear, how we do our hair,
how we smell, and how we adorn our bodies.
Stepping into an outfit is one of the most powerful acts of self-expression you
can undertake every day.

Doris de Pont, project curator

Size

Scalable. This is a very flexible exhibition that can be scaled and presented in any
number of ways to suit the venue or purpose. We are also happy to assist if a
Gallery would like to initiate their own version of this project. We are presenting it as
lifesize portraits with a QR code that provides an autoplay personal introduction by
the subject and a QR code link to our website that houses the video portraits and
other information. In a gallery the images and videos can be presented together. We
had also envisaged that this could be a very suitable exhibition for small spaces
such as libraries

Cost

$1500.00 plus GST (one off IP sharing, administration, and digital services fee).
Additional curatorial and technical work will be charged out at $50 p hr.

Content

Exhibition package that NZFM can supply digital files of
◦ 12x lifesize portraits – gaze slightly down
◦ 12x A1 images – gaze direct to camera
◦ 12x 4-5 minutes video profiles (available also as audio only)
◦ 12x audio fiiles (brief introductions)
◦ logo and imagery for signage and promotion

Size for
Freighting

Digital

Availability

now

Special
requirements

The host institution will supply


A suitable, safe and inviting venue



All the printing needed for their installation version of to fashion



Any equipment that they require for the display



An appropriate marketing programme aimed at ensuring the success of the
exhibition and enhancing the reputation of the host institution and the NZFM
[to be signed off by NZFM].

Touring
Institution

New Zealand Fashion Museum Charitable Trust

Contact

Doris de Pont

Title

Project lead

Phone

021 680860

Email

doris@nzfashionmuseum.org.nz

Target
audience

General. Note the opportunity to engage communities not usually seen in fashion
exhibitions – youth, men, Pacifika, Asian, Maori, African, gender diverse ...

Opportunities for strong public programmes such as street style photography and
social media sharing. (see instagram images attached).
It also aims to engage and inspire secondary and tertiary students of photography,
fashion and design.

In a challenging time for the central city, the NZ
Fashion Museum’s to fashion exhibition, with its
beautifully sharp, life-size portraits of a fantastically
diverse range of personalities, brought a jolt of joy
and energy to Britomart. We also noticed the
exhibition worked powerfully in a digital sense, with
our in-situ photographs of the exhibition being
shared widely by its subjects and their friends on
social media.

Jeremy Hansen, Director, Communications and
Community
BRITOMART GROUP MANAGEMENT COMPANY
(exhbition host)

MEDIA COVERAGE


to fashion project - on Kim Hill on RNZ
https://www.rnz.co.nz/national/programmes/saturday/audio/2018833039/doris-de-pont-the-power-ofwhat-you-wear



to fashion project - story on the Big Idea https://www.thebigidea.nz/stories/the-ultimate-form-of-selfexpression



to fashion project - Rose, Denise and Nathalie are organising a street photography event to further
extend engagement with the Fashion Museum and its content. Aiming to get everyone to tap into
their community https://www.facebook.com/events/4927608737308891/?ref=newsfeed



https://ourauckland.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/news/2022/03/city-centre-dresses-up-for-fashionexhibition/



https://95bfm.com/bcast/fashun-w-doris-de-pont-march-21-2022



https://www.viva.co.nz/article/culture-travel/fun-things-to-do-this-weekend-24032022/



https://www.stuff.co.nz/life-style/style/128101173/how-nz-dresses-street-style-from-aucklandsbritomart



https://www.ensemblemagazine.co.nz/articles/nz-fashion-museum-to-fashion-exhibition-street-style?
utm_source=edm&utm_campaign=March29

PUBLIC PROGRAMME

APPENDIX – images/notes re all participant/curators

Sulieti Fieme'a Burrows
MNZM
Artist and expert in the
creation of tapa cloth. Born
in Tonga, Burrows moved to
New Zealand in the 1970s,
bringing her knowledge of
ngatu, the Tongan form of
tapa, and other traditional
Tongan crafts (Wikipedia)
https://tautai.org/fale-shiptui-emma-gillies-sulietifiemea-burrows/

Six

Viv Beck
https://www.hotcity.co.nz/ab
out-us/meet-team

Zeenat Wilkinson

CEO at Auckland's Heart of
the City and Mayoralty

candidate.

Publisher, Editor, Journalist,
Philosopher & Frock Star.
After six years living on the
street being homeless and a
lot of that time on
Auckland’s Karangahape
Road, I finally got housed
and got my shit together
and established the K’ Road
Chronicle a street paper for
the fringe community of
Karangahape Road.
https://kroadchronicle.news/
about/

Freelance stylist and the
founder and creative
director of digital publication
SAUCE - a communitybased, online lifestyle
platform that celebrates
diverse voices, sharing
advice, inspiration and
recommendations from
noteworthy people of all
backgrounds.
www.saucemag.co.nz

Taane Mete
https://www.facebook.com/t
aane.mete
Contemporary dancer,
choreographer, yoga
teacher, drag performance
artist. Performs Ranginui in
Lisa Reihana's video work
'Ihi'.

Tanya Barlow
https://www.instagram.com/
hellotanya/
Fat Positive
Singaporean/Pakeha Babe make up and nail artist,
influencer

Sir John Kirwan
High profile sportsman and
mental wellbeing advocate
at
https://www.mentemia.com/
nz/home

Indigenous Supastar
Poet and author of 2 books
and the 2017 recipient of
the Adam Prize from the
International Institute of
Modern Letters.

Navakatoa Tekela-Pule

Andrew McMillan

musician, artist, poet

https://andrewmcmillan.ban
dcamp.com/music

https://www.craftsource.com/navakatoatekela-pule

Mariadelle "Abbey" Gamit
Filipina artist based in
Auckland. Current practice is
situated within the digital
medium, focusing on internet
language and themes that
tackle Hybridity,
Intersectionality, New Sincerity
and the Post-Digital. They
range between Moving Image,
Photography, Illustration,
Design and Painting.

https://www.instagram.com/j
pegmezaddy/
mariadellegamit.com

Project team

Tayi Tibble
https://www.instagram.com/
paniaofthekeef/

improviser, composer,
musician, sound artist and
performer.

Fatima Sanussi
https://www.instagram.com/
_f.sanussi/
Sudani & Oromo
(Ethiopia)Student at Massey
University, curator (Nomadic
Dreams) and filmaker
https://www.facebook.com/s
udandoyoustilldream/Do
you still Dream about the
Sudanese diaspora in NZ.

Project curator

25 years as a fashion
designer exploring the
Doris de Pont ONZM is the power of clothing and
founder of the NZ Fashion adornment for self
Museum.
expression. It is this focus
on how we fashion our
Established in 2010, it has personal and social
no building or physical
identities by what we
collection but instead
choose to wear which today
documents, records and
provides the stimulus for the
shares the stories of clothes research, storytelling,
and people that have
exhibitions, and
formed our unique fashion conversations of the NZ
identity in Aotearoa
Fashion Museum.

Photographer
Edith Amituanai MNZM was
the inaugural recipient of
the Marti Friedlander
Photographic Award. She is
most drawn to portraiture,
Intimacy with the world she
photographs is important to
her, along with an ongoing
contemplation of identity
and of the idea of home.
Video documentor
Writer and Director Robert
George is of Ngāti Kuki
Airani (The Cook Islands)
and of Ngāti Kea Ngāti
Tuara (New Zealand Māori)
heritage. Robert started his
career as a visual storyteller
approximately 24 years ago
and now exhibits video
installations nationally and
internationally.

Robert’s work is diverse
and wide-ranging. In 2016
Robert won the Emerging
Māori Director award for his
short film Smiths Ave at the
Wairoa Māori Film Festival.
Local television credits
include writing and directing
on 'Arranged', TV3’s
programme, looking at
arranged cultural marriages.

Video Producer
Petrina Togi-Sa’ena MNZM
is of NZ Samoan descent.
Her career began in music
at APRA|AMCOS, where
she worked for 20 years
(1994- 2014). Petrina is
also the Event Producer for
the annual Pacific Music
Awards.

In 2018, she completed The
Mana Moana Experience
with Leadership New
Zealand. Also in 2018, she
was made a Member of the
New Zealand Order of
Merit, for her services to
Pacific music. Petrina
believes in the importance
and value of music and how
the arts can positively
impact our community.

